PART ONE

the Beginning:

WHY the EQUITABLE EVALUATION INITIATIVE (EEI) EXISTS
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The U.S. Settler created philanthropic industrial complex
the U.S. SETTLER CREATED PHILANTHROPIC INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
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the U.S. SETTLER CREATED PHILANTHROPIC INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
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The U.S. SETTLE CREATED PHILANTHROPIC INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
What about **knowledge**? The underpinnings?

How do we **know** what we **know**?
WHAT ABOUT KNOWLEDGE? THE UNDERPINNINGS?

HOW DO WE KNOW WHAT WE KNOW?
WHAT STARTED as a FIELD SCAN of PHILANTHROPY —

BECAME an INVITATION to SHIFT the EVALUATION PARADIGM: the PRACTICE of the EQUITABLE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK™
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\textbullet\textit{EEI} team grows from 1 to 11

SEEDED PRACTICE OF THE EQUITABLE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK™
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CHANGING THE PARADIGM
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EEI REIMAGINES the PURPOSE & PRACTICE of EVALUATION by GROWING a FIELD to ADVANCE EQUITY & EXPAND NOTIONS of OBJECTIVITY, RIGOR & VALIDITY, & to EMBRACE COMPLEXITY